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1. Si surface conditioning in ethanol-iodine

Figure S1. XPS C 1s signal of Si(100) after electrochemical surface conditioning in ethanoliodine. Binding energies of the respective carbon signals, obtained by deconvolution of the sum
signal, are indicated in the figure. The inset shows the pronounced Auger emission signal of
carbon.
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Figure S2. XPS Si 2p and I 3d signal of Si(100) after electrochemical surface conditioning in
ethanol-iodine. After cathodic polarization of the silicon support in ethanol-iodine only minute
contributions of silicon dioxide are detected. Iodine appears in three different bonding states. The
largest contribution near 621 eV (3d 5/2) has to be attributed to molecular iodine. Two further
levels at 619.5 and near 620 eV are detected to be assigned to reaction of iodine with the organic
solvent.
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Figure S3. Photocurrent-voltage behavior of Si(100) in 0.5 M H2SO4 after electrochemical
surface conditioning in ethanol and ethanol-iodine, respectively. While cathodic polarization
of silicon in ethanol yields a low open circuit photovoltage (140 mV) and no surface protection in
0.5 M H2SO4, the treatment in ethanol-iodine results in high photovoltage values of 550 mV and
initial surface protection during anodic cyclovoltammetry.
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Figure S4. UPS analysis of the cut-off region of secondary electrons of H-terminated and
ethanol-iodine-prepared silicon, respectively. After etching in HF (50%), the hydrogenterminated surface shows two work-function features in the cut-off region: the higher value of
4.15 eV is indicative for the position of the Fermi-level of n-doped Si. The low-energy shoulder
has to be assigned to partial surface coverage of the sample causing a surface dipole with reduced
work function energy. After conditioning in ethanol-iodine, a reverse dipole is observed with a
work function value of 4.3 eV.
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2. XPS analysis of RuO2 powder

Figure S5. XPS analysis of the Ru 3d and C 1s core-level signals of RuO2 powder after
physical adsorption from aqueous particle suspensions onto silicon. The measured data were
deconvoluted assuming two main Ru 3d lines and two satellite structures (blue). Contributions of
(surface) carbon were subsequently identified and indicated in red. Both signal groups are
individually presented in the following figures. Additionally, Auger emission from carbon KVV
and Ru MNN transitions are shown as inset.
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Figure S6. Ru 3d components deduced upon XPS analysis of the Ru 3d and C 1s core-level
signals of RuO2 powder. Signals shown here were taken from Figure S5. Corresponding carbon
contributions were left out. The identified Ru 3d curves (two main lines and two satellite lines)
were used as reference for all subsequent analyses.
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Figure S7. Ru 3d components deduced upon XPS analysis of the Ru 3d and C 1s core-level
signals of RuO2 powder and work function determination. Carbon C 1s signals, taken from
figure S5, are indicated in the upper figure. Only carbon in sp3-hybridization was determined,
resulting from ambient air contamination. The work function of RuO2 of 5.05 eV is in good
agreement with published values.
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3. Analysis of Si/RuO2 after preparation in ethanol (ethanol-toluene)

Figure S8. XPS analysis of the Ru 3d and C 1s core-level signals of RuO2 deposited for 30
min onto silicon from ethanol-iodine containing suspensions. In comparison to figure S5, a
pronounced signal increase in the region around the Ru 3d 3/2 level is visible to be attributed to
large concentrations of carbon. Correspondingly, Auger C KVV emission appears strongly
increased.
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Figure S9. XPS analysis of C 1s components and of the Si 2p core-level signals of RuO2
deposited onto silicon from ethanol-iodine containing suspensions. In contrast to XPS
analysis of RuO2 powder, carbon is detected also in sp2-hybridization near 284.05 eV.
Additionally, carboxyl (C-OH) and carbonyl groups (C=O) are present as detected by the
corresponding signals at 286.85 and 288.0 eV, respectively. The Si 2p signal points to formation
of 1- 2 monolayers of SiO2.
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Figure S10. UPS analysis of the cut-off region of secondary electrons of Si/RuO2 prepared
from powder suspensions containing ethanol-iodine. The work function of 4.95 eV (signal
#1) results from the coverage of the surface by RuO2 (compare fig. S7). A second structure,
visible as shoulder (signal #2), will be discussed further below (figure S13).
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Figure S11. Mott-Schottky analysis of Si/RuO2 prepared from powder suspensions
containing ethanol-iodine. Analysis of impedance spectroscopy measurements suggests a flat
band potential of about 0.3 V vs Ag/AgCl. This result is indicative for accumulation at the
interface.
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Figure S12. XPS analysis of the Ru 3d and C 1s core-level signals of Si/RuO2 after
deposition for 60 min onto silicon from ethanol-iodine containing suspensions. With longer
deposition times, the silicon surface is increasingly covered by RuO2. The larger surface coverage
is also demonstrated by corresponding carbon and ruthenium Auger emission lines (see inset).
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Figure S13. XPS analysis of the C 1s components and of the UPS cut-off region of Si/RuO2
after deposition for 60 min onto silicon from ethanol-iodine containing suspensions. Despite
lower photoelectron emission of the C 1s electrons, carbon is clearly detected in sp2-hybridization
at 284.2 eV. The respective ratios of C-H, C-OH and C=O have slightly changed in comparison
to figure S9. After 60 min of deposition, the work function is considerably increased to 5.7 eV.
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Figure S14. FTIR analysis of the used solutions. Surface conditioning of silicon in ethanoliodine containing solutions results in only small changes: the OH-vibration signal near 3400 cm-1
appears slightly broadened suggesting a small increase of water concentration. After deposition
from suspensions of RuO2 powder in ethanol-iodine, this broadening is much more pronounced.
Additionally, signals near 2400 and 1600 cm-1 indicate the presence of CO2 and C=C double
bonds, respectively. It should be noted that the latter signal might also result from H2O bend
mode.
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Figure S15. XRD analysis of Si/RuO2, prepared from ethanol-iodine containing suspensions
before (blue) and after annealing (red). XRD diffraction lines, resulting from the organic
interface, were identified by annealing at 580° C in air. In the upper image, these lines are labeled
as 1 and 2, respectively. After transformation to CO2, these lines are not visible anymore (see
lower images).
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Figure S16. EDX mapping of a Si/RuO2 edge. A cross-sectional sample was prepared and
analyzed for three hours by EDX surface mapping. Upon cutting and breaking of the sample,
particles near the edge came off by tensile stress forces exerted on the support. Thereby, a
particle-free region was exposed. A clear contrast in both, the carbon and the Si signal was
obtained suggesting a homogeneous organic interfacial region.
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Figure S17. XPS analysis of the Ru 3d and C 1s core-level signals of Si/RuO2 after
deposition for 30 min onto silicon from ethanol-toluene-iodine containing suspensions. After
deposition from ethanol-toluene-iodine containing suspensions, a clear signal increase near the
Ru 3d 3/2 level is observed (compare figure S8).
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Figure S18. XPS analysis of the C 1s core-level signals UPS of Si/RuO2 after deposition for
30 min onto silicon from ethanol-toluene-iodine containing suspensions. After deposition
from ethanol-toluene-iodine containing suspensions, the carbon sp2:sp3 ratio has decreased. This
effect is attributed to a decrease in dehydrogenation reactions caused by the more scattered
distribution of the catalytic RuO2 particles (see surface analysis in figure S19). The UPS cut-off
region shows similar features as observed after preparation in ethanol-iodine (without toluene).
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Figure S19. Comparative surface and IPCE analysis of Si/RuO2 after deposition from
ethanol-iodine containing suspensions with (red) and without toluene addition (blue). SEM
surface analysis (upper images) confirms that addition of toluene results in particle aggregation
with an overall more scattered distribution. Thereby, light reaches the silicon interface more
easily. Corresponding IPCE measurements confirm the increased generation of electron-hole
pairs under illumination (lower image). For comparison, the immediate degradation of bare
silicon is depicted as black curve.
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Figure S20. Mass spectroscopy measurement. Oxygen evolution behavior of the RuO2/n-Si
photoanode under illumination (black curve) detected by using Differential Electrochemical Mass
Spectroscopy (DEMS) under illumination (100 mWcm-2). Used electrolyte: 0.5 M H2SO4, pH0.3.
The onset for oxygen evolution (black line: mass signal of O2 related to the left y-axis) of the
photoanode occurs at a positive, anodic potential of about 1040 mV versus the RHE reference
electrode. This onset potential is higher than the corresponding one shown in Figure 3 and is
caused by the employed gas membrane of the DEMS setup. This membrane is in close contact to
the sample, limiting thereby mass transport to the sample and causing an additional overpotential.
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Figure S21. Scheme for the RuO2-catalyzed formation of an organic interface. Red circular
areas indicate the spatial distribution of reaction intermediates produced in the presence of the
RuO2 catalyst. Aggregations of particles consequently result in wider radii of the circular areas. It
is assumed that, for successful protection of the silicon surface, these areas have to overlap in
order to achieve a nearly pin-hole free surface layer. The use of ethanol-toluene mixtures allows
more scattered distribution of particle clusters due to the wider range of diffusion of reaction
intermediates.
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4. Analysis of Si/RuO2 after preparation in acetone (acetonitrile)

Figure S22. XPS analysis of the Ru 3d and C 1s core-level signals of Si/RuO2 after
deposition for 30 min onto silicon from acetone-iodine containing suspensions. For
preparation of the samples, ethanol-iodine was substituted for a corresponding acetone-iodine
mixture. All other preparation conditions were identical.
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Figure S23. Analysis of the carbon C 1s contributions to the measured signal suggests only the
presence of carbon in sp3-hybridization. The work function of 5.05 eV is determined by the
presence of RuO2 on the surface.
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Figure S24. XPS analysis of the Ru 3d and C 1s core-level signals of Si/RuO2 after
deposition for 30 min onto silicon from acetonitrile-iodine containing suspensions. For
preparation of the samples, ethanol-iodine was substituted for a corresponding acetonitrile-iodine
mixture. All other preparation conditions were identical.
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Figure S25. Analysis of the carbon C 1s contributions to the measured signal suggests only the
presence of carbon in sp3-hybridization. Four different levels are detected pointing to various
bonding states with oxygen and nitrogen (see inset in the upper image). The work function of
4.35 eV is surprisingly low despite the pronounced coverage by RuO2.
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Figure S26. Current-voltage behavior of acetone- and acetonitrile-prepared samples. The
electrocatalytic activity was assessed after deposition on FTO substrates. Acetonitrile-prepared
electrodes prove low overpotentials (about 320 mV for 10 mAcm-2). After deposition on silicon
supports and under illumination, the photoelectrodes show a sluggish current increase and are
susceptible to degradation within minutes.
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5. The role of iodine

Figure S27. The very low I 3d signals, detected after deposition from ethanol-iodine and ethanoltoluene-iodine suggest the presence of only small concentrations of iodine. Comparison of
signals, obtained after 30 and 60 minutes, point to incorporation of iodine into the organic
interface rather than to the presence on RuO2 particles. The same conclusion holds by comparison
of ethanol- and ethanol-toluene prepared samples recalling the larger RuO2-free areas after
preparation with toluene.
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Figure S28. XPS Iodine I 3d analysis after deposition from acetone- and acetonitrile-iodine
suspensions of RuO2. For both preparation routes, molecular iodine (near 621 eV) represents the
least detected amount. The large signals near 620 and 619 eV indicate high reactivity of iodine
towards the organic sovent molecules.
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6. Stability assessment

Figure S29. Constant potential behavior of Si/RuO2 at varied pH values. The photoelectrodes
prove stability from neutral to acidic electrolytes. At pH14, the visible degradation depends on
the history of the samples: freshly prepared samples degrade fast upon exposure to the electrolyte
and anodic potentials. Samples, pre-conditioned (for 15 hours) in acidic electrolytes show shortterm stability for about 45 minutes. The greater susceptibility to degradation in alkaline solutions
is attributed to nukleophilic attack of carbon of terminal C-OH and C=O groups.
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Figure S30. Stability of large-area Si/RuO2 photoelectrodes. The silicon sample was mounted
on two molybdenum back plates and protected by silicon rubber. After deposition from ethanoliodine containing suspensions of RuO2 powder, the photoelectrode was operated for 72 hours.
Decreasing photocurrents were observed which have, in part, to be attributed to the instability of
the rubber in the acidic electrolyte, causing the electrolyte to reach the back-contact area.
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7. Surface analysis of the photoelectrochemical solar cell

Figure S31. SEM surface analysis of the Si photoelectrochemical solar cell. Upon operation
in the iodide/triiodide electrolyte, most of the RuO2 particles are removed from the surface. Only
scattered small aggregations are still visible.
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8. Further metal oxide/solvent combinations

Figure S32. Varied catalyst-alcohol combinations. Photocurrent-voltage behavior of Si/RuO2,
prepared from 1-butanol-iodine suspension (black curve), Si/IrO2, prepared from ethanol-iodine
suspension (blue curve) and Si/Mn(OH)2, prepared from ethanol-iodine suspension (red curve).
While the results for the Si/IrO2 sample suggest an increased ohmic interfacial resistance, the
Si/RuO2 sample shows good activity. The behavior of the Si/Mn(OH)2 sample, however, suggests
immediate degradation of the silicon surface due to absence of any organic protection layer. The
corresponding behavior of Si/TiO2 is, for clarity, not depicted in the figure. The observed rapid
degradation of the photoanode would make the current-voltage curve indistinguishable from the
corresponding behavior of Si/Mn(OH)2.
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